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struggle to get the doctorate when her best offer is a

doctoral degrees, has clearly not spelled gains for the

post-doc where she just finished her degree. Nancy's
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stay with her
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Background: Are Black Women Prepared for Academic Teaching and Research Careers?
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the expense of white male
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Changes in Doctoral and Professional Degrees for Black Women
Table

grams, in some cases,

would benefit from recruitment preferences.
One explanation offered is that Black men were diverted to more lucrative professional degrees which are
easier to achieve and are better compensated than
PhD's. This, however, is not borne out by statistics on
the most sought after professional degrees, medicine
and law. Indeed, it is Black women who have made
the most spectacular gains in professional degrees. In
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Two- and four-year colleges typically do not. In
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Studies, Survey of Doctoral Recipients, Table

Faculty appointments have multiple characterizations

however, and they vary
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NSF, 1997).

Data indicate that Black

permanent status, non-tenure track (part time,

and various lecturer categories) do

DC.
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48 (Washington
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the proportion of Black
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1
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reflects a generally longer

compared to others. While Black women doctoral holders are more dependent on academic settings for work,
they also are more likely to work in less prestigious institutions,

women rank consistently below Black men and
men and women in tenure status as well. This

tion for

reach

Black women, as well as the failure for many to
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professor status. 7
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to

NSF
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where teaching loads are heavy and research

of assistant professor (untenured), while 27.2 percent

be supported. Govern-

were associate professor with tenure and 9.0 percent

and publications

less likely to

ment data supports

this:

statistics indicate that

were

Black

women doctorate holders, are less likely than both Black
men and white women to receive Federal government
support for their work.

full

professor in 1995. This compares to 30 per-

cent of white

women

at associate level

4

at assistant

and 1 8 percent

professor level; 23.3

at the level

of full pro-

For Black men, the numbers are 28.6 assistant

fessor.

professors; 32.1 associate professors and 25.0 full pro-

As noted above, Black women

are

Black men, for example to teach

in

colleges,

and

institutions.

more

likely than

fessors.

two- and four-year
All of these factors of disadvantage, institution type,

less likely to teach in doctoral research

According

percent of Black

to 1997 data for

research support, tenure rank and status, are reflected

example, 7.4

women teach in non-four year or doc-

in salaries paid.

Although there

is

no data which ac-

compared to 4. 1 percent of Black men,
4.8 percent of white women and 2.1 percent of white
men.^ These lower status institutions are undoubtedly
reflected in the substantially lower rewards in the form
of appointment status and pay.

counts for differences in pay caused by years in rank,

The Ultimate Payoff: Status and Pay of Black

Table
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toral institutions,

The disadvantages noted above

median annual

Black

disadvantage for Black

to

work

are

more

their field

to 1995 data

Black

men working

aridAge

_White

_jvlen

Black White .Black

31,000

33,000

36,000

36,000

to

30-39

43,000

43,000

50,000

47,000

part time, 10.0 per-

40-49

47,692

47,500

58,800 48,900

50, over

39,344

34,000

62,000

54,000

While white women

also

2.

1

per-

work

at

Life

and

related sciences

20-29

20,000

-

21,000

-

Black women, may act as compensation.

30-39

33,000

27,800

39,500

31,000

40-49

45,000

36,300

48,500

48,000

50, over

43,400

33,000

60,000

53,000

Occupation

Women Women Men

Men

and Age

White

suggesting that mobility

is

considerably less for

these doctorate holders than others. Black
less likely to

Women Women Men

20-29

women generally fare poorly compared to others

in rank,

Occupation

support and more tenure opportunities,

salaries, better

to

and Engineers

Total

high part time levels, other advantages such as higher

compared

Scientists

Salaries for Full

Engineering

,

cent working full time outside their field and
cent unemployed.

Median Annual

3.

6

and 2.5 were unemployed. This compares

5.2 percent of Black

faculty as the table be-

Science and

9.0% percent of Black women
worked part time; 9.4 percent worked full time outside

According

women

likely

non-tenured positions than others.

in part time,

women

full

low indicates:

are carried over into

women

age groups for

time doctoral scientists for 1995 indicate a systematic

lower status and pay for Black women compared toothers in higher education.

salaries for specific

Table

are

be tenured or hold the rank of full profes-

3 8

3.

(Cont'd)

Black

White

Black

Time

Physical and

1

than one thud of academics classified as "Black males*

related sciences

20-29

in fact arc

29,000

30-39

40,000

40-49
50, over

and

Social

25,000

45,000

African and this constitutes the highest per-

centage of foreigners of an) academic population

Ins

I

42,500

43,000

"preference" not only leaves Black

46,000

57,800

45,000

recruitment pool, but

44,900

65,000

47,000

quences on the philosophy and knowledge brought to
the classroom and research and calls into question the

related sciences

it

women

may have

m

motives of white institutions

out ol the

important conse-

expanding recruitment

20-29

23,000

-

25,000

30-39

35,500

34,200

39,000

49,900

women, while reducing recruitment efforts lor
Black women.
Tenure and pay reflect recruitment

40-49

41,500

37,800

48,600

35,000

and hiring disadvantages.

50, over

47,400

29,000

59,000

63,000

promotion chances for Black

of white

sist

Source: National Science Foundation, Median Annual Salaries. ..1995,
Women, Minorities and Persons With Disabilities in Science and
Engineering (Washington D.C.: NSF, 1998), Appendix, Tables 5-

Black

women

NSF

Black female doctoral students are

suffer occurs at each stage of individual

women are systematically paid less than
Black men, and white women and men. In the social
sciences where Black women are heavily concentrated,
Black women earn less both when age is taken into ac-

roles.

count and within each of the five sub fields documented

past decade to

expected, Black

Black female

data.

far less likely to

find mentors, or to achieve in the research arena,

In life sciences, for

they never see Black

NSF

Thus fewer Black
promoted to full professor.

This lack of success reinforces the problem: young

example, where merit based considerations would be

in

appears to con-

off to conduct professional duties.

indicates, the salary disadvantage

careers, as well as across fields.

women

of a combination of reduced support (for important

women obtain tenure, or are
data from

glass ceiling, reducing

grants to perform research and publications) and time

27.

As

A

women

in

mainstream

if

facult)

Finally, all of these factors reduce the possibility

of Black

women

forming networks

causes. Both Black

men and

to fight their

white

women

own

have ag-

gressively organized very effective networks over the

undermine glass-ceiling problems, and

both hiring and pay have been helped by such efforts.

political scientists, for

example, earn a median annual salary of 45,000, com-

Networks also explain

pared to 71,000 earned by Black men, 60,000 earned

mainstream foundations and federal sources, which are

men and 5 1 ,800 for white females. In the field
of psychology, Black women earn 52,000, compared to
57,000 for Black men, 53,000 for white women and

now

by white

65,000 for white men.

women
white

Only

in

they

still

"women"'s

damage

their

own

in

academia. Although enormous gains have been on the

earn $1,000 less annually

doctoral degree front, there are problems in both aca-

demic choices and smart career moves.

Which Way

may

case in reaching status positions

mized by choice of field
-

that

men and

than white men.

Conclusion

from

research.

Black women, however, also make choices

sociology do Black

earn competitive salaries with Black

women, but

targeted for

the proliferation of grants

for Black

specialization,

This

is

epito-

by occupational

position and most of all, by failure to follow mainstream

Women?

academic trends.

Fieldwork shows high concentra-

psychology and education, for example:

Black women face a singularly tough challenge

in today's

tions in clinical

academic market both owing

on career

both are strong applied fields, with high concentrations

to constraints

ladder access and by choices they make.

der access problems are more severe than most
search to date implies.
that

Black

women

New

data,

women, white women and Black men, making
competition high. The choice of clinical psychological
of Black

Career ladre-

also limits the chances of Black

however, reveals

ential

are likely to face barriers in initial

appointments to university

faculties.

to enter influ-

and lucrative academic teaching and research, or

obtain corporate research positions. Black

Despite the ex-

women

are

also oversubscribed in "student services" types of posi-

pansion of Black women, and the shrinking number of

Black males, Black

women

tions out of

women do not profit from affirma-

academic tracks and

community

and enforcement in academia. Indeed
one of the most sobering facts from new data is the
replacement of Black men by African male non-citi-

tions involving

zens to meet affirmative action goals. Currently more

main work of the

tive action goals

tions jobs.

"dead-end" posi-

affairs or other public rela-

Without faculty tenure

limiting and lack influence

39

into

status,

such jobs are

on course of study and the

institution: teaching

and research.

In

academic programs, young Black
tended to

women scholars have

resist links to rising stars in

home institutions,

or follow academic research directions as part of a political

learning process, and instead elected frequently

to focus

on Black subjects and other methodologically

and theoretically weak
future job options.

Black

women

fields of study; thereby limiting

Finally, there

to establish their

is

a clear need to for

own network

for

com-
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fact,

in

Black

women lag considerably behind other groups
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